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Summary of Paper

• Estimate US-Euro two country sticky wage & price DSGE model using
Bayesian methods

• Evaluate inflation forecast-based monetary policy rules using ad hoc
policy objective, allowing for parameter uncertainty

• Examine benefits of policy coordination



Summary of Discussion

• The Great Divide: Micro Evidence and Aggregate Data

• Parameter Uncertainty: Thinking Outside the Box

• Just Say No to IFB Rules
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The Great Divide:

Micro Evidence and Aggregate Data

Calvo price adjustment

ξF = 0.96 : 20% of firms have not changed prices in 10 years, and 4% have
not changed prices in 20 years.

ξ∗
H

= 0.97: 30% of firms have not changed prices in 10 years, and 9% have
not changed prices in 20 years.

Calvo wage adjustment

ξW = 0.89: the average wage contract lasts 9 quarters, and 10% of all
contracts last five or more years.

These estimates defy plausibility and
undermine any claim of microfoundations.
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Parameter Uncertainty

Objective Function

A key advantage of models with explicit microfoundations is that one can
measure the performance of monetary policy in terms of household welfare,
as opposed to an arbitrary objective function.

In a model with sticky wages, the welfare-based objective places a large
penalty on wage inflation variability (EHL 2000; LOWW 2005)

Importantly, when welfare is the policy objective, parameter uncertainty
implies uncertainty about the weights in the welfare function (LW 2004;
LOWW 2005).

This paper, however, assumes a fixed objective function that
penalizes inflation, output, and interest rate variability, with
weights appropriate for a very different model.
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Measuring Parameter Uncertainty

Does parameter uncertainty as measured by standard errors of estimates or
posterior distributions matter for the design of policy?

LOWW (2005) finds that optimal policy rule is very robust to parameters
drawn from posterior (see also Rudebusch 2001).



Figure 1: Distribution of Welfare Loss under Benchmark Policy (LOWW)
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Note: Welfare difference between Ramsey optimal policy and benchmark
wage inflation rule, measured in units of consumption.



Parameter Uncertainty

Measuring Parameter Uncertainty

Does parameter uncertainty as measured by standard errors of estimates or
posterior distributions matter for the design of policy?

LOWW (2005) finds that optimal policy rule is very robust to parameters
drawn from posterior (see also Rudebusch 2001).

Parameter uncertainty narrowly defined is
unimportant for the design of monetary
policy.
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Measuring Parameter Uncertainty

Do posterior distributions provide a good measure of parameter uncertainty?



Figure 2: Parameter Uncertainty: Thinking Outside the Box
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Note: The vertical black lines show the 90% posterior intervals from BJLP,
the plus signs the point estimates. The boxes indicate estimates from SW
2003 (red), ELW 2004 (magenta), LOWW 2005 (blue), LS 2005 (green).



Parameter Uncertainty

Measuring Parameter Uncertainty

Do posterior distributions provide a good measure of parameter uncertainty?

Uncertainty spans a larger set than that
applied by estimate uncertainty in any given
model.

Model uncertainty – including specification,
sample, priors, etc.– is of first-order
importance for designing robust monetary
policies. (LW 2004)



Just Say No to IFB Rules

The Problems with IFB Rules

Prone to indeterminacy (Bernanke-Woodford 1997, Levin, Wieland,
Williams 2003)

Perform worse than outcome-based generalized Taylor Rules (LWW 2003)
for the reasons clearly elucidated in Giannoni and Woodford (2004).

Moreover, when forecast horizon is not zero, policy contaminated by forecast
errors.



 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



Just Say No to IFB Rules

The Problems with IFB Rules

This paper confirms the previous findings that IFB rules are problematic.

Then, why the continued focus on them?

The examination of the benefits of policy coordination would be more
coherent and convincing if it was shown that the class of simple rules being
studied were nearly optimal.

Or better yet, look at optimal policies under commitment; it is feasible and
would measure precisely the potential benefits of coordination.




